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The Infinite Game
"Is life really a finite game - a game of selection and rules, winners and losers,
players and spectators? What if we are all part of a different type of game entirely
- a game in which playing matters more than winning, a game that anyone can
join at any time, a game in which rules evolve as new players turn up - an infinite
game?"--Publisher information.
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????Christopher
Marlowe???????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??A?B????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
v
Whether we are competing for a job, building a business or championing a good
cause, some days it can feel as if we are trapped in an endless competition for
status, wealth or attention. Maybe if we learn to play the game and follow the
rules we'll come out on top. But is life really a finite game – a game of selection
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and rules, winners and losers, players and spectators? In The Infinite Game, Niki
Harré asks us to imagine our world anew. What if we are all part of a different
type of game entirely – a game in which playing matters more than winning, a
game that anyone can join at any time, a game in which rules evolve as new
players turn up – an infinite game? Harré looks at our society (are people pawns
or participants?) and ourselves (what kind of player would you like to be?) to offer
an inspiring vision of how we might live well together. Deeply informed by
psychological research and a life of social activism, Niki Harré's provocative book
teaches us all how we might live life as an infinite game.
15 Minute Summary of The Infinite Game by Simon Sinek Want to discover the
key concepts from The Infinite Game but don't have time to read the whole book?
This summary of The Infinite Game will help you: Understand the main ideas of
the book within 15 minutes. The summary will give you a big picture overview of
the concepts of Infinite Games, Just Causes, Trusting Teams, Worthy Rivals,
Existential Flexibility, and Courage to Lead. Avoid getting lost in the details of a
270 page book. This streamlined summary will focus on the key details of Simon
Sinek's newest leadership book while "trimming the fat" from unnecessary stories
and redundant wording Immediately apply the key concepts from the book. Use
our 11 questions from the 30 Minute Workbook to discover how the leadership
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lessons from the book apply to your unique situation. Summarize the main points
of each chapter within 1 minute. Our One Minute Action Guide at the end of the
book recaps each chapter in 1-2 sentences to help you see how each chapter
flows with the others. Order your copy of Summary: The Infinite Game today!
Estimated reading time: 15 Minutes
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?TED 4000????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ??????????????????
?????????????? Thinkers50????????18????????????10????????????
??TED???????????????????????? ????????????????????????????TOP 1?
???????????????????????????????
??????????????10?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ?????? ?????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????? 1.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 2.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? 3.
???????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????? 1. ??????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 2.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????? 3. ?????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ?????????????????????????CEO??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? #?????????????
#???????????????????????? #????????????????????????
#???????????????????????????? ???????? ????????&????? ??????
??????????????? ????LIVEhouse.in???? ????Acorn Pacific ???????? ????Teach
for Taiwan ???? ???????????? ????????????????? ????????? ????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????LIVEh
ouse.in??? ?Teach for Taiwan????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????TFT???????????????????????????
????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????Teach
for Taiwan ??? ???????????????????????????????Why?????Say more!????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
A play-centered invitation to experience the power and delight unlocked by
imagination. Bernard De Koven (1941–2018) was a pioneering designer of
games and theorist of fun. He studied games long before the field of game
studies existed. For De Koven, games could not be reduced to artifacts and
rules; they were about a sense of transcendent fun. This book, his last, is about
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the imagination: the imagination as a playground, a possibility space, and a
gateway to wonder. The Infinite Playground extends a play-centered invitation to
experience the power and delight unlocked by imagination. It offers a curriculum
for playful learning. De Koven guides the readers through a series of
observations and techniques, interspersed with games. He begins with the
fundamentals of play, and proceeds through the private imagination, the shared
imagination, and imagining the world—observing, “the things we imagine can
become the world.” Along the way, he reminisces about playing ping-pong with
basketball great Bill Russell; begins the instructions for a game called Reception
Line with “Mill around”; and introduces blathering games—Blather, Group Blather,
Singing Blather, and The Blather Chorale—that allow the player's consciousness
to meander freely. Delivered during the last months of his life, The Infinite
Playground has been painstakingly cowritten with Holly Gramazio, who worked
together with coeditors Celia Pearce and Eric Zimmerman to complete the project
as Bernie De Koven's illness made it impossible for him to continue writing. Other
prominent game scholars and designers influenced by De Koven, including Katie
Salen Tekinba?, Jesper Juul, Frank Lantz, and members of Bernie's own family,
contribute short interstitial essays. Contributors Ian Bogost, Stephen Conway,
Adriaan de Jongh, Elyon De Koven, Rocky De Koven, Mary Flanagan, Gonzalo
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Frasca, Tracy Fullerton, Holly Gramazio, Catherine Herdlick, Jesper Juul, Frank
Lantz, Colleen Macklin, Celia Pearce, Sebastian Quack, Lee Rush, Katie Salen
Tekinba?, John Sharp, Tassos Stevens, Akira Thompson, Greg Trefry, Douglas
Wilson, Zach Wood, Eric Zimmerman
Summary of The Infinite Game Simon Sinek - How Great Businesses Achieve Longlasting Success.::::::::::::::::::: Disclaimer: This b??k ?? n?t m??nt t? r??l??? th? ?r?g?n?l
b??k but t? ??rv? ?? a companion t? ?t.:::::::::::::::::: ABOUT THE ORIGINAL BOOK: Th?
Inf?n?t? G?m? (2019) ?? a gu?d?b??k t? help today's bu??n??? leaders g?t b??k on th?
r?ght track to bu?ld?ng companies th?t w?ll l??t for g?n?r?t??n? to ??m?. It ???nt? ?ut
the m?n? ??tf?ll? th?t leaders f?ll into in the ?ur?u?t ?f ?h?rt-t?rm g??n? ?nd ?h?w? how
th?? ??n ?ut th? f??u? b??k ?n ?r??t???? th?t lead t? ?tr?ngth ?nd ?t?b?l?t?, ?? well ??
more r?v?nu?.::::::::::::::::::: ABOUT TH? AUTH?R: S?m?n S?n?k ?? ?n ?uth?r wh? h??
helped m?n? ?rg?n?z?t??n?, ?n?lud?ng F?rtun? 100 ??m??n??? and n?n-?r?f?t
organizations, ?? well ?? politicians ?nd th? US military, reach n?w h??ght?. H?? TED
Talk, Start W?th Why, is th? th?rd m??t ???ul?r of all t?m?. His previous b??k? ?n?lud?
Leaders Eat Last (2014) ?nd To
? ??10???????TOP1???? ????????????????? ? ??32???????????Inc.????? ?
Thinkers50??????TED????????????? ????????????????????????? ??????????????
????????????????????? ????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
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??????????? ??????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ??????????????
???????????????????? ???????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ??????? ??????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????2009?????????????????????????20
16????????????????????????1.5??????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ???????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????? ???????????????
??????????? ???? ???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????Adam Grant? ?????????? ??????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????? ??????? ????Lynn Lin? ????????? ??? ??????????????? ????
????????????? ???? Super??????? ??? ???????
???????????????????????????? ?????????????????? ??????????????????
??????—??.???????? ??????Alan Turing?1912-1954???????????????????????????????
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??????????????2015??????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????•????Andrew
Hodges????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????24?????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ????????(?)????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????/????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
PLEASE NOTE: This is a summary and analysis of the book and not the original book.
SNAP Summaries is wholly responsible for this content and is not associated with the
original author in any way. If you are the author, publisher, or representative of the
original work, please contact info[at]snapsummaries[dot]com with any questions or
concerns. If you'd like to purchase the original book, please paste this link in your
browser: https://amzn.to/2Txaw3o In The Infinite Game, Simon Sinek explains the
futility of prioritizing short-term profits over long-term vision. Life, he explains, is an
infinite game. Merely winning should never be the aim. We need to adopt an infinite
mindset and learn to embrace a cause that is bigger than us. What does this SNAP
Summary Include? - Synopsis of the original book - Key takeaways from each chapter What it means for leaders have an infinite mindset and how it helps their business How to build effective teams and allocate resources - Editorial Review - Background on
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Simon Sinek About the Original Book: Why do some organizations thrive for so long
while others rise and fall by the wayside? Simon Sinek believes it’s because they find a
just cause or vision worth pursuing. Organizations that pursue financial gain at the
expense of employees and consumers initially make huge profits but ultimately end up
bankrupt. Sinek uses numerous examples to build his case for the need for
organizations to hire infinite-minded leaders. These leaders understand that it’s
possible to win the battle and lose the war. Therefore, every decision made must be
about playing the infinite game. DISCLAIMER: This book is intended as a companion
to, not a replacement for, The Infinite Game. SNAP Summaries is wholly responsible
for this content and is not associated with the original author in any way. If you are the
author, publisher, or representative of the original work, please contact
info[at]snapsummaries.com with any questions or concerns. Please follow this link:
https://amzn.to/2Txaw3o to purchase a copy of the original book.
??????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????mom????????
?????????????????
????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ??????? David Brooks ??????
??????? ?????? ??????? ??????? ??????????? ??????????????? ?????????????
??????????????????? ???????????????????? ?????????????????????
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?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????? ?????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ????????????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????????????——???????????????? ???? ??? ???????????? ???? ???
???????????????? ??? ??????? ??? ??????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ???????
????????
All leaders are constrained by geography. Their choices are limited by mountains,
rivers, seas and concrete. Yes, to understand world events you need to understand
people, ideas and movements - but if you don't know geography, you'll never have the
full picture. To understand Putin's actions, for example, it is essential to consider that,
to be a world power, Russia must have a navy. And if its ports freeze for six months
each year then it must have access to a warm water port - hence, the annexation of
Crimea was the only option for Putin. To understand the Middle East, it is crucial to
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know that geography is the reason why countries have logically been shaped as they
are - and this is why invented countries (e.g. Syria, Iraq, Libya) will not survive as nation
states. Spread over ten chapters (covering Russia; China; the USA; Latin America; the
Middle East; Africa; India and Pakistan; Europe; Japan and Korea; and Greenland and
the Arctic), using maps, essays and occasionally the personal experiences of the widely
traveled author, Prisoners of Geography looks at the past, present and future to offer an
essential guide to one of the major determining factors in world history.
"Caring deeply about our children is part of what makes us human. Yet the thing we call
'parenting' is a surprisingly new invention. In the past thirty years, the concept of
parenting and the multibillion dollar industry surrounding it have transformed child care
into obsessive, controlling, and goal-oriented labor intended to create a particular kind
of child and therefore a particular kind of adult. In The Gardener and the Carpenter, the
pioneering developmental psychologist and philosopher Alison Gopnik argues that the
familiar twenty-first-century picture of parents and children is profoundly wrong--it's not
just based on bad science, it's bad for kids and parents, too. Drawing on the study of
human evolution and her own cutting-edge scientific research into how children learn,
Gopnik shows that although caring for children is profoundly important, it is not a matter
of shaping them to turn out a particular way. Children are designed to be messy and
unpredictable, playful and imaginative, and to be very different both from their parents
and from each other. The variability and flexibility of childhood lets them innovate,
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create, and survive in an unpredictable world. 'Parenting' won't make children learn--but
caring parents let children learn by creating a secure, loving environment."--Provided by
publisher.
???10?????????TOP1 ????????????36??? ?TED??????4000????? Thinkers50
#18??????????????????? ??????????????????? ??????????????? ????????????????
?????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????TED???????????????????
?????????????????????????????TED??? ??????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????? ???? ?????????????????????? ??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??? ?????????????????????????? ????????????????????????? ????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????? ????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????? ???????? ????????&????? ?????? ???????????????
????LIVEhouse.in???? ????Acorn Pacific ???????? ????Teach for Taiwan ????
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???????????? ????????????????? ??????William Ury????????????????
????????General Chuck Horner????????????? ????????Mokhtar Lamani??????? ?????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????LIVEhouse.in??? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????Teach for Taiwan ???
???????????????????????????????Why?????Say more!??????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????William
Ury???????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????General Chuck Horner????????????? ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????Mokhtar Lamani??????? ????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????MBA??????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????
Chinese edition of The Art of Learning: a journey in the pursuit of excellence. The
biography of Josh Waitzkin, the chess prodigy and four time winner of four Tai Chi
pushing hands tournaments. Waitzkin was the subject of "Searching for Bobby
Fischer," the story of his early years, written by his father, and was adapted to film. In
Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The New York Times-bestselling author of Start
With Why, Leaders Eat Last, and Together Is Better offers a bold new approach to
business strategy by asking one question: are you playing the finite game or the infinite
game? In The Infinite Game, Sinek applies game theory to explore how great
businesses achieve long-lasting success. He finds that building long-term value and
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healthy, enduring growth - that playing the infinite game - is the only thing that matters
to your business.
???????????? ????????????????????????? ????????????????????
?????????????????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????……???????????????
????????????????????????????????????
FTHERVERSET: The Infinite Game of Miniature Battles It is the year 2364. War rages
across the Ftherverse. Armies open gates between parallel universes and fall upon the
worlds within. They come in search of resources, plunder, or slaves. Worlds raise what
defense they can: some technological, some diplomatic, and some even attempt to turn
back invaders through more mystical means. Some succeed. Ftherverse is a 25-30mm
scale tabletop miniatures war game of infinite futures. Set in a time when the existence
of parallel universes has been shown to be true, Ftherverse provides you with a
limitless backdrop against which to fight out battles between armies and worlds of
boundless possibility. No matter what wars the future holds in your imagination, you will
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be able to play these out on your tabletop. In some dimensions, the Roman Empire
never collapsed, instead growing to conquer the western world and expanding into
space. In others humanity evolved among a slightly different path, and in some
primates were not the species to become dominant on Earth. Some futures have
humankind being wiped out by an alien race or, worse, by their own warmongering
ways. You are free to use whatever your imagination creates. Infinite Worlds. Infinite
Armies. Infinite Possibilities.
Everything in life is a game. Your first task is to make sure that you know what game
you’re trying to play… Purchase this in-depth summary to learn more.

The Infinite GamePortfolio
How do we win a game that has no end? Finite games, like football or chess,
have known players, fixed rules, and a clear endpoint. The winners and losers
are easily identified. Infinite games, games with no finish line, like business or
politics, or life itself, have players who come and go. The rules of an infinite game
are changeable, while infinite games have no defined endpoint. There are no
winners or losers - only ahead and behind. The question is, how do we play to
succeed in the game we're in? Most leaders are utilizing a finite mindset in the
infinite game of business. Doing this means that they lose trust, cooperation, and
innovation along the way. In contrast, infinite-minded leaders create much more
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reliable and competitive organizations. They even shape our future and leave
behind resilient organizations and legacies that last generations. How to lead in
The Infinite Game describes how you can create a business that will stand the
test of time and challenge modern capitalism. Finite games are played by known
players. They have fixed rules. And there is an agreed-upon objective that, when
reached, ends the game. In Finite Games, a player plays to win. Infinite games,
in contrast, are represented by known and unknown players. There are no exact
or agreed-upon rules. In an Infinite Game, players play to keep playing. The
objective is to perpetuate the game. The problem is that we mostly see all games
as finite, whereas some are purely infinite. And this is the case of organisations:
most managers think of them as playing to win, by the rules of a finite game. But
markets are much more similar to an infinite game.
??????????? ??????????????????? ??????????????????????????
?????????????? ??????????? ????????? ???????50?????????????????????
???????? ???Google????????????? ??Slack????????????? ????????????
???????????????????? ?????????????????????????? ??????????????????
?????????????????? ?????????? ????????????????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????? ????????????????????????????????? ?
??????????????????????????? ? ????????????????????????????? ?
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???????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????? ??????????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????? ?????????????????? ?????????????????
???????????????? ???????????????? ??????????? ????????
?????????AppWorks??????? ??? Dcard??????? ??? ???? ????????? ??? ??????
??? ????????? ?????????????????? ????????????????????????
??????????????? ?????????????????????????????
??CEO?????????????????????? ???????????AppWorks??????? ???
??????????????????????????? ????????????????????????……
??????????????????????????? ???????CEO??????? ?????????????
??Dcard??????? ??? ??????????????????? ????????????? ???????????????
??????????????? ??? ???? ?????? Ben Horowitz ???????????Andreessen
Horowitz?????????????? ?????????????????
??Airbnb?Facebook?GitHub?Pinterest?Twitter??
??????Opsware??????????????????? ???2007??16???????????
?????????????????????? ?????????????????? ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
??????????????????? ?????????? ????????????????? ???? ??? ???????
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?????????? ?????????????????????????? ?????PC home Online?????????
?????GQ Business?????????????????? ??? ????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????
* Our summary is short, simple and pragmatic. It allows you to have the essential
ideas of a big book in less than 30 minutes. By reading this summary, you will
learn what the "infinite mentality" is and how to adopt it on a daily basis. You will
also learn : how to distinguish between finite and infinite play modes; the
importance of defining a "just cause" for your company; the importance of
highlighting courageous leaders; the importance of building consumer and
employee trust. Generally speaking, you are used to seeing the world in a binary
way, distinguishing between good and evil, success and failure, winners and
losers. However, this perception is unsustainable, both personally and
professionally. Indeed, by maintaining short-term thinking, you are unable to
develop a global vision of your goals and those of others. To step back from the
consequences of your decisions, you must therefore consider life as an infinite
game without rules. You will thus become a leader who cares about everyone's
well-being and will accept new challenges to give the best of yourself. By sharing
your vision, you will build trusting relationships guided by the common good and
the spirit of mutual aid. Are you ready to free yourself from the rules that prevent
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you from moving forward? *Buy now the summary of this book for the modest
price of a cup of coffee!
Summary Collection of Start with Why, Leaders Eat Last, and The Infinite Game
Make the most of your time by reading the summaries of these three leadership
books by Simon Sinek! This 3-in-1 summary collection will help you: Understand
the main ideas of each book within 15-30 minutes. The summary explains key
concepts including The Golden Circle, The Circle of Safety, and Just Causes.
Avoid getting lost in the details of 810 pages. The three books are over 800
pages in combined length! This summary collection provides a big picture
overview of Start with Why, Leaders Eat Last, and The Infinite Game.
Immediately apply the key concepts from each book. The 30 Minute Workbook
has 41 questions to help you discover how the leadership lessons from each
book apply to your unique situation. Summarize the main points of each chapter
within 1 minute. Our One Minute Action Guides recap each section from all three
books in 1-2 sentences to help you see how each principle interacts with the
others. Order your copy of Summary: Leadership Classics 3-in-1 Collection
today! Total reading time: 60 minutes
??????????????????????????—???????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????
Mastering the Infinite game Why is the West so frightened of Asia? Here are the
facts: The economies of Asia continue to grow at bewildering speed with
Singapore now overtaking the USA in GDP per person. China is growing faster
than any capitalist country has ever grown since measurement began. Japan’s
GDP at $40.000 per person is now a third larger than the US’s $28,000. Why do
these economies continue to generate such extraordinary wealth? Mastering the
Infinite Game is a unique exploration of the social, cultural and economic
differences between East and West. It goes beyond the usual studies of Eastern
management to look at the underpinning philosophies and argues that western
corporations play to win (a finite game) while the Tiger economies play to learn
(an infinite game).
Summary Guide of The Infinite Game by Simon Sinek:::::::::::: SYNOPSIS::::::::::::: The Infinite
Game (2019) is a guidebook to help today's business leaders get back on the right track to
building companies that will last for generations to come. It points out the many pitfalls that
leaders fall into in the pursuit of short-term gains and shows how they can put the focus back
on practices that lead to strength and stability, as wel
Traditional Chinese edition of Leaders Eat Last: Why Some Teams Pull Together and Others
Don't by Simon Sinek. Sinek is the author of "Start with Why: How Great Leaders Inspire
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Everyone to Take Action," and a popular TED talk speaker. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation
copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
“There are at least two kinds of games,” states James Carse as he begins this extraordinary
book. “One could be called finite; the other infinite.” Finite games are the familiar contests of
everyday life; they are played in order to be won, which is when they end. But infinite games
are more mysterious. Their object is not winning, but ensuring the continuation of play. The
rules may change, the boundaries may change, even the participants may change—as long as
the game is never allowed to come to an end. What are infinite games? How do they affect the
ways we play our finite games? What are we doing when we play—finitely or infinitely? And how
can infinite games affect the ways in which we live our lives? Carse explores these questions
with stunning elegance, teasing out of his distinctions a universe of observation and insight,
noting where and why and how we play, finitely and infinitely. He surveys our world—from the
finite games of the playing field and playing board to the infinite games found in culture and
religion—leaving all we think we know illuminated and transformed. Along the way, Carse finds
new ways of understanding everything from how an actress portrays a role, to how we engage
in sex, from the nature of evil, to the nature of science. Finite games, he shows, may offer
wealth and status, power and glory. But infinite games offer something far more subtle and far
grander. Carse has written a book rich in insight and aphorism. Already an international literary
event, Finite and Infinite Games is certain to be argued about and celebrated for years to
come. Reading it is the first step in learning to play the infinite game.
A two-volume Chinese edition of The Snowball: Warren Buffett and the Business of Life. This
comprehensive, authorized, biography of the greatest investment mind of the century, is a
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product of over 5 years of research and interviews. A New York Times bestseller of non-fiction,
the biography focuses on Buffett as a human being, and his principles and wisdom.
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